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ABSTRACT

This study will examine the futuristic potentialities of Interactive Operation Control Method

(IOC) given by Prof. Kawan Soetanto in university education. IOC method offers motivation

towards learning to students, and this humanistic growth is needed in personnel training to support

the Japanese economy. To disperse the idea of IOC method teaching into more Japanese students, it

would be more beneficial if IOC method could become available for a bigger population compared

with the past case studies.

The case studies will provide the proofs which support the following hypotheses: 1) The IOC

method is effective to students regardless of the increase in of participant number. (2) Students arouse

positive emotions of motivation, curiosity and challenge after receiving the IOC method. The verification

of these hypotheses will help to increase the frequent use of IOC method, which results in saving

more students who has lost motivation at university.

1: Introduction

1.1. How motivation can save

Japanese society

Many Japanese university students are

spending their university life without thinking

logically and critically, and are falling under

the condition - o

the study done in the book University students

who cannot solve fractions -21st century Japan

is in Danger-, the intelligence level of

university students is declining harshly. 20% of

university students make mistakes in

elementary-level fraction problems, and this is

due to the disuse of logical thinking (Nishimura

& Yoshizawa, 1999, page 8-9, 96-102). 70%

out of humanistic major students in university

spend their life without a goal of life or without

confidence that their study connects to better

future vision (Kaneko, 2013, page 83). The

decline of logical thinking ability

connects to the collapse of Japanese society,

since it means that Japanese universities would

evacuate academically immature businessmen

to society.

The correlation between work efficiency

and motivation has been a topic of research

from the past. Abraham Maslow created the

theory of meta-motivation in the 1940s, which

is motivation not related with securement of

decent standard living (Maslow, 1943). Edward

Deci connected the idea of motivation with

work efficiency, stating that people have an


